










subject, and how to ensure that Sweeney would cause SLEDP to select Company One for the 

lobbying contract. Defendant MILLER had one or more telephone conversations with Sheila 

Sweeney during which he advised her that Stenger wanted Company One to receive the SLEDP 

lobbying contract. Sweeney was well aware that Company One's principal owner was a 

substantial and ongoing political donor to Stenger. 

Stenger ultimately directed his three top executive staff members, defendant WILLIAM 

MILLER, Jeff Wagener, and Thomas Curran, to personally meet with Sheila Sweeney about the 

SLEDP lobbying contract to ensure that Company One was awarded the contract. 

Following Stenger's directive to meet with Sweeney about the lobbying contract, defendant 

MILLER held additional discussions with executive staff members to further discuss how best to 

approach her. As directed by Stenger, defendant MILLER, Jeff Wagener, and Thomas Curran 

met with Sheila Sweeney at the Starbucks coffee shop in Clayton, Missouri on November 20, 

2018. During the meeting, defendant MILLER raised the issue of the SLEDP lobbying contract 

with Sweene_y, and advised Sweeney that Stenger wanted the lobbying contract to go to Company 

One. Immediately following the Starbucks meeting, defendant MILLER, Jeff Wagener and 

Thomas Curran had further discussions concerning the lobbying contract, and which company 

Sweeney would decide to award the contract to. The defendant MILLER and Jeff Wagener 

also met directly with Stenger, and MILLER assured Stenger that he believed Sweeney would 

select Company One for the lobbying contract based upon defendant MILLER's discussion with 

Sweeney at the Starbucks coffee shop. 

Following her discussions and meeting with defendant MILLER and Stenger's other 

executive staff members, and based in large part upon those discussions, Sweeney recommended 
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where the Court rejects those portions of the plea agreement which deal with charges the 

government agrees to dismiss or not to bring. 
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